A problem of pursuit in the controlled systems of elliptic type without mixed derivatives with variable coefficients was considered. The model of the considered system is described by partial differential equations. The players (opponents) control parameters occur on the right-hand side of the equation and are subjected to various constraints. The first player's goal is to bring the system from one state into another desired state; the second player's goal is to prevent this from happening. We represent new sufficient conditions for bringing the system from one state into another. The finite-difference method is used to solve this problem.
Introduction
Some problem formulations in the theory of differential games may be illustrated by motion of two controlled objects, pursuer and evader. Let in the course of motion the objects continuously observe each other and at each time instant correct their motions depending on the information about the adversary. Depending on the pursuer's aim, the problem of pursuit is then formulated as follows: using the information about the evader, at each time instant t select a control such that coincidence of the objects' spatial coordinates is reached as soon as possible.
The majority of studies consider the case where behavior of the lumped-parameter model described by a system of ordinary differential equations. This scheme encompasses many problems of differential games arising in diverse filed of the natural sciences. The mathematical issues of the differential games describing the lumped-parameter systems were developed in detail.
In many applications, however, the lumped-parameter models describe phenomena inadequately. It often turns out that a system which is optimal in the sense of a simplified model does not use the additional designed-in potentialities of control. The distributed-parameter models obeying the differential equations with partial derivatives offer a better, more adequate description. Use of these equations also gives rise to various game problems of which one is the subject matter of the present paper. It focuses only on the problem of pursuit. Therefore, we make an assumption about the nature of information for this problem.
Formulation of the Problem
The operated distributed system described by the elliptic equations (see, for example, [1, 2] ) is considered 
x y  -smooth function on  ,  -external normal. It is supposed that there is a positive constant  such that for any the inequality,
-operating functions is executed from a class . The first (pursuing) player, (pursued or escaping) the player, u P  , Q   , P and Q -nonempty compacts in disposes of function 
, we will receive system 
This system can shortly be written down in a look 1 1 , ( 0,1, 2, , 1).
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Boundary conditions (3) and (5) can be copied in a look
where 
it is possible to write down systems (9) in such look:
Finally we have the following system of the equations:
Instead of game (13) we will consider more the general game described by system of the equations 0 0 0 1 0 (14) is difference schemes for elliptic equations of second order with variable coefficients in any field of any number of dimensions [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Solution of problem (14) will be sought in the form n n
n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n
Equating now the right parts of the last and (16) equalities we will receive 
Uniting, we will write out final formulas
,
It is clear, that if in game (17), (18), (19) n z M  that in game (14) too game comes to the end. Therefore further instead of game (14) we will consider discrete game described by system of the equations (17), (18), (19) .
Before giving determination of stability of algorithm (17), (18), (19), we will provide some data from linear algebra.
Let Without the proof we will give the following known lemma (see [15] 
And at least in one of inequalities the strict inequality takes place, there are return to the . || || ||( ) || ||( ) || || || 1.
The proof of the lemma is complete.
Main Results
Everywhere further it is supposed that
we will designate a matrix of orthogonal design from on .
( ) ( ), 1 . 
Then from "boundary" situation 0 ( , ) N f f it is possible to complete pursuit for N steps.
Let now ,
If N be smallest of those numbers , for each of which takes place inclusion , ( ) ( ( )), 0 .
M -a convex set and N be smallest of those numbers . For each of which inclusion takes place
Such that 1 1 ( 1) .
Now control of the pursuing player ( , )
It is clear, that the equation has the decision. From here owing to (27) we have
We write down this inclusion in other look.
As a result from equalities (18) and (28) we will receive
Done above a reasoning allow us to construct on the set control 1 ( 2) .
Repeating this process, further we can construct step by step control i u , proceeding from becoming known controls i  , therefore, that in any step inclusion takes ( 1) ( , )
Now as 1 N u  we take that element from 1 N P  for which inclusion (30) remained. Then we will receive 1 2
From this it follows that
And therefore, owing to (19) we have 1 1 1 2 ( 1) .
If now the control 1 N   becomes the stated way known that we above us can construct control
Further arguing similarly in any step we will receive
The theorem is proved completely. Proof of Theorem 3. Instead of inclusion (25) meaning (24) we will consider inclusion equivalent to it 1 ( ( )). 
] .
(31)
-any sequence. Owing to (31) exists such that
Therefore, controls 1 N u  we will construct as the solution of the following equation
Further owing to (32) we have ( , ) .
It is equivalent to the following 
